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pm, Rusty Pistol Spat Death

MELROSE STUDENT DIES FROM MISHAP
!Hundreds Beat Registration Deadline, Even Mothers, With Babies

RUSH TO REGISTER — inc
last two days before the July
13 deadline for registration to
N ote in the Aug, 2 primary
were quite hectic for hundreds.

Determined to qualify, they
beat the deadline. Ass a kened
to the pressing need for ev•
cry citizen to be prepared to
aid in halting a mounting cri•

sis, mothers who couldn't find
or were unable to get babysitters took their children with
them to the coerthouse, as
shown in photos at center and

right. Others too, as good citizens, patiently inched along
in the long lines that wended
to the registration desks. As
a result, it was estimated that

Myths About Negro

more than 41,000 Negroes in
the city are now oualified to
vote in the vitally important
Sue. 2 primary. Official figures were not availble at

press time. However, as of
July 10, a total ot. 39.635 Negroes were registered. 33 percent of the total qualified.
Photo at left shovvs one of

the mixed lines outside of the
courthouse. A v iew of the line
in the long corridor of the
building, leading to the election commission office is

I

shown. In photo at right are
citizens waiting for service
and being registered. Note
the mother with child near the
center foreground. (Withers
Photos)

THE
MisSiss,•K.

Falsehoods That
Retard Changes
AL EDITOR'S NOTE: This enlightening and perceptive feature
111bebunking the barriers to overdue changes in the South was
written by Richard A. Long, assistant professor of English at
Morgan State college, Baltimore, Md. Mr. Long is quite well
known for his keen observations of activities of importance on
the national scene. This article appeared also in The Nation,
July 7 edition.
By RICHARD A. LONG

rENNESSE
ARKANSAS
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Officer Assaults Teacher

No one would hesitate to give the South full credit
for its myth-making faculty. There is the myth of the
gracious ante-helium South. This fantasy has international currency, in spite of the slimmest historical foundations.
There is the myth that the Southern white underStands the Negro better than any other white folks understand anything, including relativity. This persists
despite the immense human improbability that a people
BO fundamentally terrorized as the Southern Negro would
ever be candid enough with their terrorizers to permit
the 'atter to understand anything about them.
Unfortunately, the South not only creates myths,
By JAMES H. PURDY, JR.
it also believes in and hence is victimized by them. The
A 13-year-old ninth grade student of Melrose ffigh
Nadute observer of the currently streaming cauldron of
school was fatally shot by his cousin late Wednesday eveBy STAFF WRITER
Southern life should be aware of at 'east four grand
myths in the process of construction. It is all the more
A school teacher who wouldn't ning, while visiting relatives in Itta Bena, Miss.
Important to recognize these, since they v.'il be retailed
Mack Cornelius McClain, 13, son of Mrs. Arvell Mccarry a glass of water from the
to the American public not in the wool-hat manner of the
auto service station she is operat- Clain, of 1120 Grand at.,
Orange Mound, and Mack Me.
ing to an officer disguised in a Telder Talmadge, but with the flashy techniques of MadiClain,
Sr.,
of
Saginaw,
Mich.,
was
shirt and blue jeans, and who reson Avenue. Indeed, this observer has already heard or
fused to reply when insultingly accidentally shot by his cousin, Picking the gun up, Mrs. Terrell
viewed echoes of the new mythology from sources so unand erroneously addressed as Elmer Earle Terrell, 15, when she snapped it twice out the window
expected as Eric Sevareid, Ad'ai Stevenson, Luce's "Life"
"Odessa," wasgiven a vile lec- pulled trigger of an old rusty land it failed to fire.
and the New York Times Magazine. I do not imply that
ture on the race issue, cursed foreign pistol believed to have Elmer Earle, daughter of Mrs.
Terrell, who was standing nearby
these respected sources are blind, only that myths are
violently and assaulted by a po- been unloaded.
According to Mrs. Mary E. Hill, grabbed the gun from her mother
liceman on July 8.
powerful. I will list and comment briefly on each of the
He was identified as Officer grandmother of t h e deceased, and assuming it was unloaded,
current myths.
James J. Isabel, by the Police Mack and his cousin, Carl Hill, a pulled the trigger. Mack was
THE MYTH OF EXTREMISM
Tri-State Defender Newsboy, had standing in the line of the firs and
Department.
A 'arge portion of the comment that pours from the
The victim was Miss Rosa Har- made the trip by bus to Itta BeSouth seems to imply that there is no objection to securSee STUDENT, Page 2
per, 23, of 922 Woodlawn, daughter
ing for the Southern Negro a just right to education and
of Mr. and Mrs Willie Harper, sr.,
freedom of the person, but that there are extremist Negro
of the same address. She is employed during the school term as
e'ements, particularly in the NAACP, who are trying to
a second grade teacher at Wisimpose on the South in haste a completely new social orconsin school.
r. Yet NAACP demands no more for the Negro than
During her father's absence from
.al protection under law. It has never asked for more.
the city she is operating his Gulf
nsequently, the purveyors of this myth rarely attempt
Service station at 669 Firestone.
to cite evidence to support the existence of this extremMiss Harper is a soft-spoken, attractive young lady who is wellism. There is no such evidence.
known and respected in her neighTIM MYTH OF INTERVENTION
borhood.
This myth, derived from the carpet-bagger proto-tpve,
A CATHOLIC
All is set for a 950,000 drive at
pictures the Southern Negro as happy with his white folks,
A graduate of Manassas High
the Baptist Industrial college and
not even resenting an occasiona lynching, judicial or otha
and
two
for
studied
school, she
seminary, in Hernando, Miss., on
erwise. The smiling darky of the myth recognizes the prohalf years at Tuskegee Institute,
The 53rd Annual Session of the Tennessee Baptist !dean.
Sunday, July 29.
Attention has been focused on then transferred to Tennessee A !V
priety of riding in special sections of trains and street
The campaign will benefit the
Leadership Education Congress drew approximately 500 "The Christian Church Fostering I 'university where she earned
cars, and is overjoyed when a white high school youth
institution.
New
delegates from throughout the state, as it opened Monday, Personal Christian Faith in a
her degree.
MACK C. McCLAIN
half his age addresses him as Uncle Mose instead of as
"For sometime," Rev. C. ThomShe is a member of St. Anthony
World Community."
July 16 to extend through Friday, July, 20.
as Paige, recently elected presiMr. Smith.
as
with
her
for
church.
a
few
vaweeks
COURSES
Catholic
STUDY
dent of the school, said "the alumHeadquarters is St. John Baptist church, of 610 Vance Outstanding features of the Con- 1 The incident, which came as a cation.
So happy is Mose that only wily outsiders could
ni, trustee board, the associathe
stir Hp In him any resentment against the status quo.
at
bomb
a
PISTOL
burst
of
RUSTY
ave., with sessions being held at!
OLD
surprise
courses,;
study
been
have
gress
tion and friends of the school have
,tor of St. John Baptist, is presiThe trio arrived in Itta Bena
Now the fact is that the source of pressure for a new
S. A. Owen Junior college.
been working toward this day —
!See LECTURES Page 2
about 12:30 p.m., and about 7 p.m.
Rev. A. McEwen Williams, pas- dent, with Rev. C. L. Dinkins, See 500 FLOCK, Page 2
accounting in race re'ations is coming directly from
July 29."
Mrs. Mattie Bevel Terrell was During
Southern Negroes — and not primarily from the most
the day, he pointed out,
looking into an old trunk belong- all
travelled and highly educated among them. trot from
of the 62 churches of the
ing to Mrs. Hill for some curtains
what can only be called the grass-roots. The reason
Northwest Missionary Education
when she ran across the old, rusty convention
will make reports, in
that the white Southerners who do not know this are
pistol belonging to the late Rev.
C. V. Hill, grandfather of Mack. See DRIVE SET, Page 2
FALSEHOOD, Page 2

Picture Story On Citizens For Progress Lectures On

Melrose Student
Race Issue, Fatally Wounded

Emmett Till

*

500 Flock Here To Annual Session
Of Baptist Leadership Congress

$50,000
Drive Set
At College

The People Tell Why

Doorman Helps FBI
Solve Cross Burnings

It's Necessary To Vote

Sam Qualls Club Host
To 27th Goff Tourney

Why is it necessary to vote? Two question asked above: "Whyithat the deadline is past for regis- and vote RIGHT."
the
ttoo castvote,a every incitizen
Here is the answer:
ELDRIDGE DYSON, of 1228 Cois it necessary to voter
The smartest and most success- JAMES E. SAUNDERS, of 1971 tqruaatlii°fnied
PEOPLE, Page 2
ful politicians in the world make Murley St., a packer, said: "Now Aug. 2 election has a duty to vote See
it a rule to keep an "ear to the ,
By MARJORIE I. ULEN
Further evidence of what the FBI can do in a case ground" and find out what the
"people" are thinking on various
Sam Qualls Golf Club of Memphis was host to the
when unshackled was demonstrated last week when within issues and movements.
27th Annual Central States Golf Tournament, July 16-26,
a few hours after receiving the greenlight, the agency The Tri-State Defender's Rovat Audubon Park.
tracked down one of the persons who planted flaming ing Reporter, during the past few
discovered a rich
The invitation to the CSGA to meet at Memphis was
crosses in front of the homes of outstanding citizens in weeks, has sound
thinking and
reservoir of
extended
Washington.
by the late Mayor Frank T. Tobey.
expression here in Memphis,
Information given by a doorman 's 24, gave as his reason: "I want- among regular, every-day citiBeginning with the CSGA picnic
lad to solution or the case.
at Douglass Park, Sunday, July rounds were held in the following:
led to influence the greater popu- zens . . . . who don't keep their
15, followed by a tour of the city, Men's third, fourth and fifth flight,
The FBI nabbed Ronald Eugene lace of the wrongness of the Su- names always before the public,
departing from the Park at 3:30 men's first
Rowley, 24, of Arlington. Va., a pretne Court decision," on deseg- but whose ideas on public issues
and second flights,
p.m., the schedule of events in- men's championship flight,
student at the Univesity of Virgin- regation.
are at once important and fundamen's
cluded the practice round at Au- senior division, junior division,
ia for "kindling a bonfire between Rowley decided to give himself mental.
dubon
Park
Monday,
July
16; women's campionship flight and
wilown and sunrise" before the up after the auto he used was Following the revealing expresqualifying round for all contest- women'c first and second flights.
es of Chief Justice Earl War- traced to his father's home in Ar- sions on the need for registering
ants in the men's division, and
and qualifying to vote, which were
ren, Solicitor General Simon E. lington.
Continuing on Thursday, July
first rounds for men's senior divicarried under the photos of many
Sobeloff, Acsociate Justice Felix
19, were the third rounds in men's
LICENSE NUMBER
GOT
sion, the junior division and all first, and second flights and the
local citizens in previous issues,
Frankfurter, Sen. Herbert H. Leh,
The tip-off which smoked Rowcontestants in the women's divi- men's championship flight; a a
man (n N. Y. ), and Mrs. Doug- ley out of cover came from a door. the Roving Reporter for the Trid
sion, were held Tuesday, July 17,
State Defender then set out to get
NAACP official.
las
ALLEN BROWN
JAMES SAUNDERS
On Wednesdoy, July 18, mond See SAM QUALLS, Page
ELDRIDGE DYSON
som,e SONlieTS on the Numbed
/4541,1,1pg the acts, Rowley, who See DOORMAN, Page 2
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Insulted For
Trying To Do
Decent Thing

Two Attend Fellowship
MeetAtDoana College

Nat Williams
Wins An Award

Teachers Get \
Facts On
Mental Cases

Nat D. Williams, part-time em- The plight of the mentally deAn unidentified Negro woman
motorist, who had been ticketed by ploye of the Tri-State Defender fective was brought starkly home
a white policeman, described as and author of the column, "Down to a group of Tennessee public
discourteous, was offered assist- on Beale'' published weekly in the school teachers this summer, atAdult delegates at Omaha on
CRETE Neb. — Delegate Miss
ance in a traffic case by a kindly Courier, was a recent winner of tending a class in Special EducaParolee Holt and Advisor Miss June 25, 1957 in Cleveland, Ohio
white insurance salesman last a National Newspaper Publishers tion at A and I State university.
Grace Collins of Memphis, Tenn.,' jority to unite with the EvangeAward.
week.
The class was under the direcMr. Williams was cited for orig- tion of and taught by Mrs. R. M.
were among 350 delegates and ad- lical and Reformed Church on
The "Good Samaritan" reported he was insulted by the offi- inality of style in his column Powell, widely-known South Carovisors to the Tenth Biennial Na- June 25 1957 in Cleveland Ohio
tional Council of Pilgrim Fel- to form the United Church at
-Down On Beale". Versatile and lina business, educational and recer.
lowship youth organization of the Christ.
The incident occured at Main veteran newspaperman, Mr. Wil- ligious leader, who because of
Congregational Christian churches PROPOSED UNION
and Monroe. Thomas A. Binford, liams is a professor at Booker great emphasis in the field, is
holding legislative sessions, work27. the salesman, of 2814 Kim- T. Washington High school and a now devoting full time to teachThe resolution of the young peoball, saw what happened at the disc jockey at radio station WIDA. ing teachers about the problems
shop,, informational, recreation- ple authorizing their Executive
intersection, and walked over to
al inspirational and worship gath- committee "with regional repreof mentally handicapped and cripthe woman's car and offered to
erings at Doane college here June sentation to negotiate with a compled children.
serve as a witness for her.
parable group of the Evangelical
One of the most impressive pro28 through July 5.
When he reached the car, CowI:1 many ways paralleling t h e and Reformed Youth Fellowship
jects of the class during the sumart hadn't finished writing the
biennial meeting of their elders at at the earliest possible date,"
mer was a series of visits to
the General Council of the Congre- including "development of plans of
ticket. Mr. Binford said:
Clover Bottom Homes, an 1,100(Continued from Page 1)
gational Christian Churches June action and organization and a fed.I offered my name and '
patient institution for the care of
Omaho, Neb., the assem- inition of the relationship of the
20-27
address as a witness in her be- the bullet struck him in the groin. mentally defective children in
bly of high school and college-age present parent bodies to the unithalf.
He died without regaining con- Tennessee.
young people representing a 1
ed group," provides for the actual
'SEEMED TO RESENT IT'
sciousness despite the efforts of Under Mrs. Powell's direction
states of the continental United unon of the youth groups at the
"This officer seemed to resent two doctors and a nurse to save and supervision the graduate, inStates, Puerto Rico and Hawaii next biennial Council in 1958. Pilit. I explained in a nice sort of him.
service teachers were guided in
unanimously passed a resolution grim Fellowship will meet at the
way what I was trying to do, but
techniques for detecting and help
CHAMPIONSHIP
Golf
THIS
association,
Is
right,
being
Harold
preConstable
by
I.
ers
Johns,
20,
and
Deputy
Thomas
to 'proceed with plans and dehe said, 'Get out of here and A, Skeahan of Itta
Naas
the
date
same
and
place
trophy,
Southern
donated
by
Wright
Robert
sented
of
president
to
the
home,
funeral
(left),
Bena, who in- ing mentally handicapped children
liberations" toward union with the
mind your own business. I'm han- vestigated the accident, said
in their classes, and knowing
Funeral home, to be awarded
president of the host club,
as Luke Weathers, jr. (centhe
Youth Fellowship of the Evangeli- tional Youth Council of the Evandling this corner and I don't need old pistol was loaded with
something of the type of care
States
Central
Golfduring
the
looks
July
tourney,
ter),
on.
16for
the
here
Reformed
church.
and
soft
gelical
eat and Reformed church.
any help from you.'
given service cases of mental illnosed bullets.
"He ordered me to get up on
Mrs. Hill who maintains a home ness in special classes. Several
Spencer, for "attempted assault
the sidewalk," Mr Binford ex- in Memphis and Itta Bena,
with a deadly weapon."
said Memphians were in the class.
plained. "He kept me around she had never touched her
Mr. Spencer, who is handicaplate
wouldn't let me go to my wife husband's pistol before.
ped physically, said he asked:
I
(Continued from Page 1)
waiting
in
a
car
down the street. A BOY SCOUT
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
"What are you going to arrest her
"They searched me publicly, put Mack McClain, was a Boy
for?"
Scout
deceived is traceable to the older myth of "undernormally quiet corner of Firestone Officer Isabel reportedly replied: with morning and afternoon class- me in a squad car and took me and belonged to Mount
Gilliam •
standing" the Negro. The Negro they understand
and Turley, where the service stadivided
to
the
es,
groups,
(Continued from Page 1)
adinto
police
six
in
station
where I post- Baptist Church troop. He is sur"You better be glad I got eight
exists only in their imagination.
tion is located, started about 1:45 hours sleep last night, or I would dition to a Ministers
;
. Seminar and ed $51 bond quickly."
vived by his parents Mrs. Arvell ker street, a wood
worker, states:
Visual Aid9s. The faculty is com- Mr. Binford won the final McClain of Memphis;
In a period in which suppressed peoples all over the on July 8.
have torn her head off."
Mack Mc- One cannot be a first-class citiWilliam
of
jr.,
Spencer,
round
28.
A.
in
court.
prised
persons
Judge
Knoxville,
of
from
Boushe dis- Clain of Saginaw, Mich.; sisters,
world are rising up against oppression of all kinds, would
Spencer said that about the time
unless he is a
citizen.
It not be more than strange if. in a free society possess- 650 Lyman, Miss Harper's flan- Lt. J. E. Chennault came on the Nashville, Chattanooga, Humbolt, mimed a charge of interfering Mrs. Geraldine Bledsoe Harris, One cannot be first-class
a fist-class citicee, and a graduate of LeMoyne scene, and asked immediately, and Memphis.
with
an
offiecr.
Mrs. Vera Bledsoe of Memphis, zen unless; he shoulders his
ing the finest communications in the world, an obviously
recollege, with honors, was sitting
When asked to give his views Claudette and Lindy
included in Group I were: Redepressed element of the population did not register pro- with his back toward the gasoline speaking to Miss Harper:
McClain of ponsibility to vote."
on
what
occurred
at
Main
and
name?"
your
what's
"Girl,
;ligion
Life,
in Personal and Social
Saginaw, Mich.; a brother, Rontest? The Southern Negro has a grievance against the pumps and Turley talking with
ALLEN BROWN, of 1138 Parce
After getting the information he (2) The Bible, (3) The Church, Monroe, Cowart reportedly said: nie Lee McClain of Saginaw; and St., a laborer,
South and he is seeking redress in the South.
observes: "The
Edward Earl Holden, of 590 Cor- wanted, Spencer said, the lieuten- (4) Psychology and Methods for "I have nothing to say at this
grandmother, Mrs. Mary E. Hill time is here when we must prorine, a 1956 graduate of Xavier ant told Miss Harper to lock up
THE MYTH OF EQUAL COMPLICITY
time."
Church Workers, (5) Missionary
of Memphis. He was the nephew tect our welfare and the
welfare
This myth is based on the indisputable facts that university in pharmacy, when a and get in the car with the two Education Courses, (6) Denomina- During the embarrassing inciof Mrs. Erie Hill Rose and Ceasar of the community by active parcurb
the
up
to
drew
Ford
green
d
e
n t, the Negro woman had a
there is discrimination against the Negro in the North.
plainclothes officers.
ChitII,
Courses.
Group
tional
Hill of Memphis, Mrs. Vivian Tur- ticipation in local government.
Firestone, near the station.
BRINGS UP EMMETT TILL
But is is difficult to see how any responsible observer can on
dren's Division Courses; III, small baby in the car with her. ner of Philadelphia, Pa., Atty. We can do that by voting
VERSION
SPENCER'S
citizens
''l didn't want that to happen," Youth Division Courses; IV, Adult
equate the situationin the North to the almost total denial
John C. Hill of New York City, into office who'll render the
gives this version of what Mr. Spencer said, "but Lt. Chenright
He
Division Courses; V, Leadership
of personal liberty to the Negro in the South. However, happened while Miss Harper was
Mrs. Wilhelmenia Young of Cleve- service."
nault left before they did."
i Development Courses and VI, Adland, Ohio, Mrs. Josephine Leroy
Adlai Stevenson's "plague on both your houses" is proof working inside the station.
These opinions are representa• •
Miss Harper said that when ministration
Courses.
and Jimmie McClain of East St. tive of a ground swell of such
enough that equation is made — and not only in the
"When this car stopped, I not- she got into the back seat of the
Louis, Ill., Lillie Graham of Ma views which exists among the
South. The Negro in the South, no matter who he is, is iced there were two men in the car, Officer Isabel moved back General lecturer for ministem'
(Continued from Page 1)
Bena, Miss. ,and Catherine John- 150,000 Negro residents of Memseminar was Dr. H. R. Stephensubject to a range of personal indignity so wide as to be front seat. They looked like any there with her.
son of McGhee, Ark; grand nep- phis. They reflect the realization
incomprehensible to any white without training in social ordinary white citizens. A few mm- "He started cursing again,
final rounds in men's third, fourth
hew of Mrs. Blanche Griffin, Mrs. that in a community where
Chicago. Mrs. Grace E. and fifth flights,
church,
one
said.
noticed
later
was
names,"
I
nasty
utes
she
me
ing
the
men's senior di- Olivia
psychology. And he has no real recourse to the law. A
Taylor, Beatrice H u g- Negro's right to vote is unreSunday
National
Louis,
St.
Burt,
to
and
T-shirt
blue
say
word
one
red
didn't
"But
I
vision, junior division, women's
Southern jury is precluded by the mores from bringing dressed in a
School and BTU Congress Coordi- second and third flights, women's gins all of Swiftown, Miss.; John stricted, and where his political
and the other in T-shirt and him."
a decision favorable to a Negro when a white man is in- jeans jeans.
blue
"The river," he said, "is full of stator, was director of music.
championship flight and men's Bevel of Memphis, and Dennis expression is sought and requestvolved. The exceptions, and none come to mind, prove
Bevel of Ma Bena, Miss.
registramorning,
Monday
On
that?
ed, it is not only a right and opknow
,you
Tills.
Do
first and second flights.
"I asked if they wanted some- Emmett
nothing.
If I had my way a half hour ago tion began, workers and faculty The final day of the tournament, Funeral services were conduct- portunity, but a duty for every inthing," Spencer said.
Anti-Semitism existed in the Third Reich in the thir"The man who was later identi- you would have beein in there members met, and at 8 p.m. there Friday, July 20, was the final ed July 14 at Mt. Gilliam Baptist telligent Negro, concerned with
ties; it also existed in France. Anyone who attempted to fied as Isabel said: 'Yes, a glass too,
was a pre-Congress program.
round men's championship flight, church with Rev. E. Bates con- the advancement of the group and
"'If I had my way, Officer Ise- On Tuesday morning, Rev. H. with the awarding of trophies ducting the rites. Victory Fu- the community to make up his
explain the anti-Semitism in Germany by reference to of water.'
neral Home was in charge of ar- mind and cast his ballot.
that of France would be laughed out of court. Negroes
'I then turned and called Miss bel spat at me. I'd kill every C. Nabrit of First Baptist church, after the completion of flight.
rangements. Interment was in_Mt.
Harper, and asked her to come damn nigger I saw, and throw Lauderdale, delivered the inspira- NATIONAL OFFICERS
, were too shocked to laugh at Mr. Stevenson
as he fell into
one who assisted him. It had been
- o out and see what the men wanted." them in the Mississippi. It would tional address, with the Congress The officers of Central States Camel Cemetery.
_•
the trao; white Americans, alas, did not known
reported
earlier that two persons
enough to
the
niggers.'
with
McEwen
explained
that
overflowing
WilA.
Rev.
'president,
be
Spencer
Golf
Mr.
association are: Atty. Oscar
. laugh. There can be no comparison between
planted the crosses.
discrimination request they made didn't make "This officer asked do you go Heins giving the annual address Jones, president, Valley Golf club,
against the Negro in the North and terrorism
Supported by President Eisentold at11:50 a.m.
Des Moines, Iowa; Legean Clark,
directed sense to him. They weren't at a to school," she said, "and
ap.:iinst him in the South.
hower, the FBI entered the hunt
restaurant. water isn't carried to him yec."
Rev. A. A. Bennett of Nashville first vice president, East Denver
; THE MYTH OF THE SOUTHERN
,for the guilty persons upon t h e
customers at service stations.
MODERATE
"I thought you were one of those spoke Tuesday night on the cub- Golf club, Denver, Colo.; E. H.
. This myth is almost purely for;
!orders
(Continued
of Attorney Gen. Herbert
from
OFFICER BECOMES ANGRY
Faith
Page
Cochran,
1)
our
Printing
"Finger
second
ject
vice
Officer
niggers,"
president,
smart educated
I
. Intellectual and liberal consumpBrownell. ,
moment later Miss Harp-lis quoted as saying and add- Through History." Dr. Roy Love Mid-West Sportsmen Golf club,
"A abe
.Is
is
not
heard
man at the Sheraton-Park hotel.. Rather than
d hlest books
r.
are not er went past the door.'' Mr. Spenlion and has not been heard from'
stand trial for the
ed: "Lawyers are not going to of Mt. Nebo delivered the sermon. Milwaukee, Wis.; Herman McKintook down the license number 1 misdemeanors. Rowley
the politicians. Being practical fiction butthe fact remains that cer continued, "and the man later do you any good."
He
ney,
Batforfeited
H.
H.
Rev.
secretary,
Wednesday,
On
Detroit
Duffers
in
the
'
South
hi
e
s
Stockholm
of
the
car
used
appeal
by Rowley and $100 bond on each of two
• "d as Isabel said: 'Come
men. the politicians would be emidentified
Golf club,treD
.
Detroit,
ue
s
tu
rr
spoke
the,
o
e
i
from
Chattanooga
counts.
Mich.;
c
was
rehe
ah
m
.
;
said
tie
Harper
of
Miss
Robert
read.
In
resting
g from the cause so
turned the information over to He is
barrassed by such a compound ot
here Odessa.'"
employed during the
•
ferring to her instructions to Mr. subject, "Fostering A Personal Wright,
moderation
neither
he
nor
his
ilk
police
officials.
when
that
Sublety and vacuity- In essence it •
Mr. Spencer„stated
Summer ao a common laborer.
before she left the . filling Christian Faith in the Midst of Golf club, Memphis, Term., and
Is that there is a class of Souther- will be missed, for they never Isabel addressed Miss Harper as station to call her lawyer.
Jack Pettiford, tourney director, The student refused to name any
EdL.
J.
Tensions."
Rev.
Racial
were
there.
His letter
1
to "Life"
'
ners, the moderates, who have
'Odessa,' he told the man that
wards of Nashville delivered the Fairway Golf club, Springfield,
AT COUNTY JAIL
was as great a piece of effrontery there are no Odessas here.
been sloWly working for thecau
passed away leaving those of us
Ill.
that
se!
there
said
lady
Thi
young
sermon.
s
M
r
.
a
s
Dull
'
f
"brink
Isabel)
' man (Officer
of the Negro, but who in the
" "Thic
left to encourage others to fill ,
HOST
OFFICERS
men
held
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The Helping Hand Industries. Inc.
is interested in knowing of any
persons desiring aid from the organization.
A non-profit group, it has been
organized for more than a year.
assistance to several persons who
were in need of clothing, food, and
the sick who needed special attention.
Rev. Samuel H. Booker Is president. Vice president is M. L.
Brinkley; secretary, Miss Arline
Patton: treasurer, Mrs. Mary E.
Payne; chaplain, Rev!. C. Thomas
Paige,. who is also chairman of
the board of directors. Mrs. E.
M. J. Artison is chairman of the
constitution.
The Helping Hand Industries.
Inc., is located in quarters at 347
Avery. Any contributions of money, clothing, or other items will
be welcomed. Write or call Mrs.
E. M. J. Artison, of 323 Waldorf
ave. WH 2-1584.
New officers of the organization were recently installed at Olivet Baptist church.
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people who have gotten a vision
By REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
Baptist Industrial College & Sem- of those things that are high and
noble.
inary, Hernando, Mississippi
THE WINNER — Ford Nelday. In addition Ford anWhen Jesus said, "Blessed are
And now continuing our theme:
son, WDIA's Gospel Guide,
nounced plans for a new verthe meek", He meant blessed are
"FACING UP TO LIFE" we find I
awarded Mrs. Sue Willie Johnsion
of the City Bus Time con- .•SMOOTH GLASS
those
people
are
determined
who
ourselves dealing with another one I
son, of 771 Edith avenue, the
It's easy to smooth the rough
test in effect now. MSR will
of the sayings commonly known1 to be like Me for they shall inMemphis Street Railway Goodedges of a piece of glass. Use a
offer to a church each month
beatitudes.
as the
will Prize of the Month. Mrs.
six inch piece of tongue a n d
the 521 radio to be presented
1 herit the earth. As one faces tip
This one reads, "Blessed are1 to life he must surround himseif
Johnson took top honors in the
to the church's "Member of
groove lumber for a sanding block.
the meek for they shall inherit with certain basic convictions
June City Bus Time Contest on
the Year." The selection will
Fold a piece of fine grade emery
that
the earth." To me no one of the
WDIA, which offers a 521 rabe made by the church and
cloth over the edge of the glass.
will stand whatever betides. Then
misunmore
beatitudes
is
dio to the writer of the best
Ford will make the presentaThen insert the grooved block
derstood than this one. Far too and only then will he inherit the
letter describing what goodtion.
over this, and the brisk rubbing
Sullivan, Whitman Able, MacGriffis were named King and
1r KIDDIE FASHION ETTE —
many people have a warped defi- earth.
will they had seen during the
, will smooth the glass evenly.
edestine Wins,' Rita Andra
Queen. The two youngsters are
! The Savette club presented a
nition of the word meek.
Yarbrough,
Janet
Farmer.
Alternates
electkiddie fashionette recently at
first cousins.
They have tried* to make it
Mara String. Jackie Philley,
auditorium
ed were Edwanda Johnson
Homes
Foote
mean weak. Whereas down
Yvonne Bailey, Carl Allen,
and Brenda Alsobrook. Shown
which thrilled the audience as
through the generations some
Joan Crawford. Antoinette
are some of the small f r y
the youngsters modeled sports.
people because of certain obmodels. Among them a r e:
Crawford. Not shown are Marbeach, play and their Sunday
jectives have tried to make peoJackie Fisher, Bernell Fisher,
I best attire. During the affair
la Jones and Michiel Jones.
pl believe that meekness is
Willie C. Allen and Carmen
t'laudia Connor, Florenstine
weakness. This was never inS.
tended in the original.
Most of the authorities consulted
Groupl hold that the word meek means
; determined. So for a literal trans.!"
lation the whole thipg could be
made to read, "Blessed are those
who know where they are going
and who are going to pay the
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — midis.: price for the trip,.,for they shall
I A program has been set for 4' will feature a thought-provoking ters and church school workers inherit the earth. If any one
thing is needed today it is a group
p.m., Sunday by the Missionary message by the pastor, Rev. A.
from the four conferences of the of people who know where
they
Society of Bethlehem Baptist' E. Campbell.
church. It is an effort by the So-, Commencing at 6:30 p.m., will IS states of the St. Louis Area of are going and who have made up
ceity to raise funds for the State be the Baptist Training Union. It , the Central Jurisdiction of the there.
Convention and Friendship asso- will be supervised by Mrs. L. M. Methodist church will attend the 'NEVER TURN BACK'
ciation. The Women Chorus will Ewelles. Evening services will. St. Louis Area Leadership train— Some generations ago a
group
furnish music. Mrs. Emma Car- follow at 8 p.m.
ing school here at Philander , of people stood in the heat of the
ter is the president.
ST. JAMES AME
Smith college, July 26-August2. 1 summer sun and cried out, "I'll
Sunday school begins at 9:30; The Men's Service League of St. This leadership training project is Never Turn Back No More." Maya.m., under the supervision of B. James AME church has as its sponsored by the Board of M an-; be they had caught a vision of
H. Holman. the superintendent: project, distribution of clothing agers of the St. Louis Area and I things far more noble than they
Rev. J. R. Bibbs. the pastor will ! and groceries among the less for- , the Division of the Local Church had ever enjoyed. Sfaybe their
deliver the morning sermon at 11 tunate members of the church. of the General Board of Educa- • eyes had been opened as never
ant. Combined choirs will ren- Cooperation of the church in the,1 tion of The Methodist church.
before.
•
der the music.
form of donations of clothing and
Maybe somewhere down the line
s For 6:30 p.m. the Baptist Train- groceries is solicited by t h e
: they had their ears unstopped
church.
New
Baptist
Hope
scheduled.
James'
is
ing Union
League. Donations or contributions
and they had seen as never beNew Hope Baptist church welPeoples is the &recto:tr.
,
will be taken each Sunday during
lore. But whatever the motive bevisitors,
all
comes
AmE
TYLER
NEW
the evening service at 7:30. 0. D.
hind it they sang out in a loud
t The New Ter congregation! Hayes heads the Afen's Service GREATER WHITE STONE
clear voice, "1.11 Never Turn Back
BAPTIST
will begin its day. Sunday, with League.
No More". To them turning back
A regular day of worship will was an admission of defeat.
A set of Britannic's encyclopedthe regular Sunday school service
JANA C. PORTER
at 9:30 a.m. Mrs. Alma Bowen ias is the first of a series of books be held by the Greater Wh ite
To them turning back was sayand Prof. Isiah Goodrich, jr., will' that will comprise ;he potential li- Stone membership. Sunday.
ing •I was not able to measure
• brary of the St. James AME
be in charge.
First on the agenda will be : up.' The world today needs peodish that is quickly prepared
Yes Madame.
Morning worship will be spot- church. Presently, they are dis- Sunday school. It will he conduct. pie of grim determination. People
During this hot blazing
—"Dads Favorite Roast Beef
lighted by an inspiring sermon by cussed in weekly classes on Thurs- ed by Joseph McGhee jr.
; must come on the scene who have
weather let's take a .hreak
Pie" (Such flaky crust Jack
The pastor, Rev. H. W. Henning, day from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. The, The pastor, Rev. A. R. Williams! come to grips with that which is !
mother! — Or at least shorten
The senior choir will sing.
enclycopedias were purchesed by will speak during the morning wor-1 true, lovely, honest and just them Sprat flour makes)
our hours in the kitchen.
I The ACE League at 5:30 pm the Sunday school. The discussion • ship at 11 a.m,
selves and who have dedicated
's cup Minced Onion
Let's plan meals that are
will be directed by Miss J. Flow- is open to the public.
Baptist Training Union starts at themselves to the fact that nothing
quick,
colorful
Is cup Minced Celery
and
appetizing.
ers.
William Jackson will conduct 6 p at. Mrs. E. L. Rcbertson will else shall prevail. The world toMeals that gives us a break
2 tbsp. fat
; The public is invited to all serv- the Sunday school at 9:15 a.m. At be in charge At 7:30, the evening day needs people who are intelfrom kitchen duty. Jack Sprat
ices at the New Tyler AME II a.m., the pastor. Rev. H. Mc- service will be held.
2 tbsp. Jack Sprat flour
lectual, spiritual, moral and sois ever ready to make your
church. 2 cups cubed left over beef or
eial giants — none other need
Donald Nelson, will officiate LEWIS DAVIS CME
burden easy. All foods packed
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
veal
choirs of the church will supply
Annual Women's Day %till be 1 apply. Our world is filled with
tinder Jack Sprat labels is a
4 Sunday's service at the Colum- music for the servii4,—
cup diced cooked potatoes
Lewis Davis CME1 people who have their moral viathe
at
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delight
to
the
housewives who
bus Baptist church will he reguion blurred, the spiritual insight
1 cup sliced cooked carrots
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Mrs. Dora Whitson will be in church, Sunday. July 29. M r
use them. And such a variety
lar. The Sunday school convenes
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Cummings. wife of the covered, and their social perspecKatherine
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of
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at
6
,
of products there are to choose
at 9:30 a.m., P. Bumpus will pre1 tbsp. Worchestershire sauce
pastor will be acting pastor for live all out of sorts. If life has
p m.
side.
from. So try a different one
any
meaning
for people it will
the
day.
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Mrs.
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Thelma
is
t
h
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The morning worship at 11 a.m,
each week. Their gardenmushrooms and broth
Evangelist Vivian Rankin will be wrapped up in the fact that
church reporter.
fresh
vegetables
make deli1 teaspoon salt
deliver the morning message. She , somewhere down the line these
ST. JUDE B.APTIST
cious salads aci well as meat
things must be cleared up.
1-8 teaspoon pepper
Presiding during the morning —This is destined to be one ,
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; one precaution — being meek is
fat until golden. Stir in Jack
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not an easy task . There is a price
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vide music.
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' a m. William Ff. Davis is the so- ation.
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morning, if you please. You will
perintendent.
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• Mrs. Isabelle Bridgeforth is
see many people who were and
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Day
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can see the wrinkles of wear and
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church. An interesting program terror written upon their faceThe program is being presented
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You can see tired bodies that have
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house
at
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NEW OUTLOOK
Meekness gives to life a ne\t
outlook that enables people 1.3 rise
up and go forth to a new plane
of worthwhileness. No wonder a
man stands up and says to a tired,
weary world. "Blessed are the
meek for they shall inherit the
-arth!"
Later a man came along and
•
aid. "The world belongs to the
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Mohammed Hassan Walks
3,000 Miles To Mecca
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At W.Va. State
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Blindness No Barrier To Milam'
Climb To Operation Of A Business

Holds Revival

Birmingham
Bus Bias
Under Fire

-

RIR NI INGHAM — (ANP
ext in line in the campaign
against segregated seating on local public transportation is t h e
City of Birmingham, which last
week received a request to institute a "first-come, first - seated"
policy on all its buses, and also
to begin hiring Negro drivers.
' The request was submitted by
the Alabama Christian Movement
for Human Rights, a Negro group
organized last June 5 and pledged
to the "removal from our society
(of) any forms of second class
citizenship."
President of the organization is
Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth. Rev, C.
H. George is head of the transportation committee.
The Birmingham Transit company, to whom the request was
made, promised to consider it for
30 days and then meet with the
organization to "thrash out'
he matter.
' Official acknowledgement t hat
Birmingham may f a c ea crisis
. similar to that now being entertained by Montgomery, Ala., and
Tallahassee. Fla., came from Birmingham Mayor James W, Morg in.
However, the mayor was optimistic in expressing his belief
that no boycott would come into
being.
• He said: "I do not think our
colored people here are going to
unite in anything of that t y e,
which would bring further bad
publicity to our city. Our facili- I
tics here are good. Everything
• '—s--that could be done has been done.
"One thing for sure. We are going to enforce the law and no
good can come from any attempt
10 thwart the law," the mayor
added.

OS

•
Dad Of Policy
Kings Dies In
St. Louis, Mo.
' ST. LOUIS — ANP)—The Rev.
Robert B. Harris, 69, father of the
widely known Hpris Brothers, St.
Louis gamblers, died here last
week at Barnes hospital.
He had been lingering with a
heart ailment for the past s i
months.
A native of McComb, Mass., Res.i
Harris came to St. Louis 36 years I
ago. Later he organized a group.
known as the Triumph church and
Kingdom of God in Christ, said
to be a national organization of
which the late Rev. Harris was
he "chief bishop."
' A few weeks ago, Ezra Harris,
well known "Policy King," operator of a fleet of taxi cabs and
son of Bishop Harris, was arrested on a warrant charging him
with Os sale of narcotics. Almost
at the same time, Robert Harris,
brother of Ezra, was arrested by
local police and charged with pose...jos ei policy and lottery slips.
v

Mid-Summer
Pattern For
Come mid-summer and y 0 ii
wor't he wearing the traditional
black silk dress. According to the
July issue of Glamour. it's the
silk dress with color and pattern
that promises to brighten . t h e
scene.
Some of the fashion points that
Clamour underscores in their color and black and white feature
are the revived importance of
striped pure silk broadcloth in
e meraid -roy al-brass or wine-copper-olive eombinations.

DOING "BANG" UP JOB —
Undergoing two weeks of summer encampment at Camp
McCoy, Wis., officers and men
of Chicago's 725th Yield Artil-

lery Battalion train with the
well known howitzer. At the
gun position are Pfc. Roger
Weeder!, 34/4 Calumet ave.;
Cpl. Richard Buller, 3318 N.

Wells; Pfc, Willie Harris, 6220
Ada; Pfc. James Holliday,
4602 Calumet ave., and Pfe.
Henry Lee, 4434 Lake Park
ave.

Words of the Wise
I

Be that is overcautious will
accomplish little. (Schiller)

•:

Kroger Carload
Parham Mean
Bigger Savings
ForYou

JEWEL SHORTENING
You can save Si by using
the valuable coupons packed in this special con.

SAVE

Sam

UP TO
1

August

2

Scot Tissue
Fleece Tissue
Kroger Flour
Starkist Tuna

Don't miss this annual money-saving event! Hundreds of bargains for thrifty shoppers! Furniture
and appliances for every room in your home at big
savings!

Picnics FullySwC'Oto'ked
Pork Roast Tleen r
Ground Beef Kroger
Honeydews

3 xi 75'

,,„ 10(
12 rolli
S Lb
Bag
P4° Can

PICNICS
011:111/1e5
7

1

47c

25`

Ajax Cleanser
Pork & Beans Kroger
Jelly Embassy
Grape
Coffee Cake Toasted
Caramel

WILSON'S
CERTIFIED
SMOKED

39C
c
Lb. 39

Lb

3 Lb,. $100
Each

lb.

Pork Steak Lean
Certified
Sausage Pure
Pork
Cornish Hens

49, Corn Tender
LimesLarge

W II
filled

Reg. Inc
Can I
g°

23-oz. lac
Cans gofP
flac
Jar frola

each 39`

35c
39`
Lbs. 59`
1 -Lb.
Each T9c
Lb.

4 ears 29c
Davin 39c

Get Top Value Buys
Get Top Value Stamps

e

• EASY TERMS
• FREE PARKING

Shop in Air-Conditioned Comfort!
Store hours Monday 8:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Always shop at the store where you get Top
Value Stamps. Save

for the gift of your choice.

Live Better For Less at KROGER
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West Indians Swarming Into England

dustrial Midlands and the North ly is not enoug
h accommodation
of England, around such cities as
ST YVETTE QUANTE'
to provide them with comfortable
Birmi
ngham
, Manchester, Notting- homes.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a to hear from some young
In spite of a vast house
ladies
ham, Leeds and Sheffield, where
very lonely lady who is looking betwe
building program since the war
en the ages of 18-23 who are
regular employment has been
strictly for pen pals of the female
people in Britain are still very
available.
sex. The reason is, that I am mar- interested in marriage and who
short of houses. In Birmingham,
ECONOMIC REASONS
ried and have a 5 month old baby want the better things out of life.
for example,_ with rather more
and would like to hear from other I like all sports and enjoy movies
Most colored workers immigrat- than 1,000,000 inhabitants, there
married women with children. I very much.
ing to Britain are men. The pro- list for houses, and it may take
f am tired of night
am in my late 20s, weigh 111
portion is one woman to every anything up to five years for
life
and
ready
to settle down.
a
pounds and 5 ft. 4 inches tall
tour
men, but when an immigrant newcomer to get his name on the
with brown skin. I will answer Please send photo in first letter.
is
doing
well,
are
60,000
he tends to send
names on the waiting
all letters. Mrs. Doris Johnson, Sam Stanley, 2022 Biemville St.,
for his wife and family.
list.
New Orleans, La.
Gen. Del. Altus, Okla.
What are the reasons for this
•• *
However, an inquiry in 1955
By LESLIE STEPHENS
**
influx? The main
DEAR
one is eco- showed that about 7 percent of
MME.
CHAN
TE:
I am
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
LOND
ON
— Britain now has a nomic. There is a good deal
of West Indians were having no difsingle man 40 years of age, weigh 39 years of age, average looks perma
nent population of colored over-population and under - em- ficulty in finding houses, and half
and
intell
igence
and
weigh
164
195 lbs., 6 ft. I inch tall, light
ployment in the West Indies. In had a room or apartment of their
complexion with fair hair. I would pounds, My complexion is dark. people, and it is increasing month Jamai
ca, for instance, about 2 own. For many others, however,
hobbie
My
s
are music of a I I by month.
like to correspond with ladies beper cent are unemployed. Also. it is a major problem, and in
tween the ages of 21-35. weigh- kinds, art, and writing letters. I
Though numbers may never be United Kingdom
wages for un- some towns a minority of colored
ing between 115 to 150 lbs. Send am of the Catholic Faith and de- large in comparison with the U. skilled or
semi-skilled work are and white people are living in
sire
to
meet
someone of that faith S.,- the
picture in first letter and I will
assimilation of these im- very tempting to a Jamai
can or badly over-crowded houses. In
do the seme. Robert Bankston, who would consider marriage. I migrants into community life
to a worker from the Gold Coast. many cases the landlords
is
neithe
drink
r
or
gambl
e,
but
have one of the most important
6436 Ellis ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
develBut, the difference between themselves colored, and, though
no objections to others with these
is • *
•
opments in Britain's social hiswages in Britain and the colonies there is no planned racial segrevices,
if
done
in
modera
tion.
HopDEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
tory.
has been in existence for a long gation, there is a tendency for
interested in marriage between ing to hear from some one soon. Indeed
, there has been no com- time. Why is it that migrat
James
E. Kennedy, RRe B 443
ion did colored people to settle in the
ed with some pen pals who are
parable transference of colored not start before
? The answer is same area, like Brixton, in Loninterested in manage between Jacksonville, N. C.
people since the abolition of the that the West Indian
*
s used to mi- don.
the ages of 18-23. I would like for
African slave trade more than a grate to North
DEAR
MME.
and South Amer- WELFARE WORK
CHANTE: I am a
her to be agreeable. sensible and
century ago.
ica. In recent years this migraVoluntary societies and official
economical. I will answer all let- soldier, a little on the lnnely side,
Altogether there are about 120.- tion has been restricted by laws bodies have
who
cares
little
for
drinki
ng
and
ters and exchange photos. Rosano
provided some hosless for running around. I am a 000 colored people living in Bri- like the McCarran Act in the U. tels, but these are
Vitorio, 359 E. 60th St., Chicago
not popular. A
S.,
Christian of the Baptist Faith. I
so the West Indians began to society in Leeds
27, III.
has started a
STUDYING A MAP of Lontrained for work on London
look for work elsewhere. They house buying
am 28 years of age (as of July
120 trainees in Barbados to '
• •
scheme to help coldon are a group of men from
Transport. London Transport
(EDIT
OR'S
found
NOTE
12th),
it
:
in
boomi
Mr.
weigh
Steng
140
industrial Bri- ored workers to become house
lbs., medium
fill
vacancies
' DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
on
London
the West Indies who are being
phens is warden (dean) of Fir.
executives recently selected
tain, with its shortage of labor. owners. Some landla
Omnibuses and underground
very lonely and would like for brown complexion and would like croft
dies
at
first
college in Bournville, Birtrains,
correspond with young Christian to correspond with pen pals bemingham, England. The facts
men, especially a preacher, from tween the ages of 23 to 33. I
stated
in
his
article
would
were aclike someone who, is serithe age of 30 on up. I do not
quired during a survey he
have any children. 27 years of ous minded but still has a sense
made recently for the Birage and considered attractive. I of humor and who wants the betmingham
Christian
Social
am easy to get along with and ter things out of life. So how's
council.)
will exchange photos. I will an- background and would some day
swer all letters so please write. about writing? Pfc. James Oble- 111111111111111111illellell011111111111110111111111111111111111110
Lenoria Holmes, B 123, Alexand- ton, 128th Signal Co. Fort Polk, tam
today. Perhaps half are from
La.
er, Ark,
the West Indies. 26.000 of whom
*
•• •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I ant crossed the Atlantic to settle in
DEAR MME, CHANTE: I am
desiro
us of corresponding with Britain during 1955. as compared
very onely and would like for
pen
oals
in the United States. with a total of 14,000 for the three
you to help me. I am looking
I
am
a Jamaican clerk, age 26 previous years combined. There
for a wife between the ages of
and
desire
pals of the opposite are also about 35,000 Indians and
1935.I am 30 years of age and
Pakistanis, several thousand AfriSON.
My
motto
is "Desire earnesthave a good job. My aim in life
cans
and a number of Arabs.
ly.
new thoughts!" Linton D. Husis to be 'happy and buy a home
with a nice lady to look after. sein A Mavis Ave., Franklin Town, Before the war the total colored population in Britain was beIf someone is sincere and true Kingston. Jamaica, BWI.
tween 30.000 and 40.000 mostly
44
please write me. Bob Miller. 1116
concen
trated in the hig Ports like
DEAR
MME.
CHAS
TE:
Wentworth ave., Chicago Heights,
I am a
very, lonely lady in the Tubercu- London, Liverpool and Cardiff. Tolosis Sanitorium. who is seeking day about a third live in the in•• *
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I see pen pals between the ages of 25am 20 years of age, 5 ft. DEAR MME. CHANTE: I have
that your eolumn has brought so 35.
much happiness to so many lone- 6 inches tall, medium brown com- read your column and as you have
ly people and I feel that I belong plexion. I love writing, music and helped others I hope you can help
to this group. Please assist me in all clean sports. I will answer all me. I am a lonely girl, brown
locating a lady, between the ages letters and exchange photos. Sin- complexion, 5 ft. 6 inches tall and
of 20 to 25 years that does not ia Lou Sumerville, B. 123, Alexan- weigh 135 lbs. I am seeking a
young man who is interested in
weigh more than 165 pounds. I der, Ark.
•• *
marriage. He must not drink or
would like for her to be intelligamble and be willing to work
gent, educated and also have so- DEAR MME. CHANTE: I
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ages him
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years of
between 165-182 lbs. I am 25
tan complerion. I am self-employ- Rae and attending school at
years
the of
age. I will answer all letters
ed with a bright out-look on the West Indian Training
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future.
hope some one will fulfill my re- and exchange photos. Shelie Win•••
quest for pen pals. I will answer ters, 6670 S. Michigan ave., Chicago, Ill.
' DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am al letters and exchange
photos.
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The Tri-State Defender Dem Net Talcs Respousibility fee
Veil, believe it or not, quite a If the:
Uoselicited Aleouscripts sr Photos.
wink. They don't lend the sanction
.ew favorable comments came for
of acceptance to girls and wornPithlielad Ivory Thursday by the TH-State Defender PublIshleg
the idea. In fact, suggestions were
Co. Entered as Socotra
en who take the idea of the
Class Matter it the Memphis Pert Offs. Merck 20, 1152, Linde.
made on the suggestion. Some folk
Ant of Marsh 2, 1$7L
accident of birth" too literally.
felt it wouldn't be a bad idea
don't necessarily try to perThey
pinpoint
to
sonic of the areas of
ecute
and hurt such girls and
"Negro community planning" and
women. But neither do they let
see what could possibly happen,
them get away with their "misSo, here goes. In the first place,
take" as if nothing isad happen.
let's drive another nail into the a
justification for the suggestion.
suchthetangible things they
"Community planning" by Ne- A Among
e o
unfortunates is
groes, as evisioned here, means u° to 111:
a group effort on the part of Ne- to pay out money for orphanages
groes to improve their lot. . . ' • for homes for unwed - mothers
"Harricum" Truman — as the Oxford he went this far. At that
convention,
'for help and some protection
University citation for an honorary degree was a walkout by the South and there and the community in which they"
in his live. . .by drafting and working to the innocent children. The plan
named him in Latin—came to our town the memoirs Truman bluntly says that he knew out a plan which will help the would not have to include anyother day and his presence here was as re- they would walk, but it didn't matter be- majority. . individually and col- thing designed to hurt the girls.
They are already "hurt" enough.
freshing as a cool salt breeze from the cause he had decided to take the risk of lectively.
It
has
winning
further
justification
without
in the The plan might well include
the Sout h, rather than
wean.
desert the traditions and principles of the Met that, whether we like it or ''education'' of a lot of ad"s'• •
Retirement to private life hasn't o n e
not, it is still up to the Negro to male and female. . .to awaken a
whit dulled our Harry n o r decreased his party on fundamental rights. And win he "prove" himself. Yep, everybody community-wide moral consciousdid, to the amazement of a lot of doubters.
vigor for the sharp remark a n d his zest
knew that Negroes
p 1 a y ness; 1:mi many men in M° many
Now we can't understand why Harry baseball. . .and play could
for living. In fact, he is more chipper than
it well. But strategic places are too reaponsiever. It is no wonder that a lot of people so now says the "52 platform is good enough Jackie Robinson had to play CX- Me for what happens to unprofor '56. Surely, it isn't possible that he has tra gobs of baseball before he leaded and misguided Negro girls.
often hopefully start the drums beating for
mellowed so much that n ow he wants to could make the grade in the ma- No doubt. it's a logical and
a "draft Truman movement" only to have
jor leagues, and open the door to reasonable question to ask. "Who
it gleefully doused by a firm Harry who is please everybody. This is not in character other Negroes. He
had to hit ex- has a right to point the finger at
with Citizen Truman who still has a talent
getting a special bang out of sitting on the
tra
well.
Ile
had
to
run
extra fast. anybody else?" But there's also
for plain speaking.
Ile had to steal more bases. . .do something in the Christian docsidelines and playing t h e role of a not-soIt is our opinion that the '56 platform more fielding. .
elder but very active statesman.
.act more like a trine which accords a person the
must not only be as strong as '48, but we're gentleman, lie was on
trial. He right to repent. . .and always the
While we love him, we can disagree
for adding a generou.s dash of spice to it. faced that fact and made the right to change his way and diwith Harry a n d one of the points of difrection..
This is what should clearly be enunciated grade.
ference is his assertion that t h e '52 platbefore the platform committees of both Now, it's a fact that "T h e And that brings up a hint as
form of the Democratic Party has a strong
political parties. There can be no modera- Shadows'' is no place to look for to what persons and institutions
enough civil rights platform. Now maybe he
tion or retreat on civil rights. Time has a sermon on the Mount. And far could take the lead in formulating
hasn't read it lately, for he ought to know
long since run out for this type of think- be it from such a lowly source and working the plan for doing
that it was watered down and tempered
something about illegitimacy
to try to preach to a town,
so ing. Surely we need cool 'heads and
calm But speaking of planning. sup- among Negroes. The answer is
that it had no similarity whatever to t h e
action, but we cannot afford the sacrifice
of pose local Negroes should attack mediatelY obvious. It would in- 411'
strong civil rights plank of 1948. Incidental"owing
to the bigotry of the South.
such a dark problem as illegaa elude preachers, teachers. par(' ly, it was Truman who insisted on
a plank
On this issue, Harry, sorry we don't go macy. It's true that Negroes don't ents and all others in poation to
with teeth and he took a long gamble when
along with you.
have a monopoly on girls who influence people, young and old.
have babies out of wedlock. But %Its'
can't the Ministerial AllaAt the interracial American maybe the ghosts of slaves who held under water," as Con
it's also true that it's a glaring a nces take up the ball . along
fact that most of the other groups vrith.atceh;
a :hers? And teach as well as Jazz Festival at Newport some of died there listened during t h e termed the opening night. All
American Jazz Festival to the mu- great old-timers at Newport sti
of people who live in his coin- p
the best of the colored jazz arthree sic born of African syncopation up well. Folks loved them,
for
best
their
whaled
tists
Ha'..aaaa111
fl
leaping from Basic's piano, Arna- usual. Their solid beat contink
i
Civil Rights Paradox
days in that old whaling town by
r
strong
's trumpet, Chico Hamil- sweet, But among the younger
the sea. Count Basic opened the
drums, and Duke's great on the jazz scene, some solid a(
'
Dear Editor: From present inFestival with "The Star Spangled ton's
Fret:body Park in. the ing was done, too. Phineas N,
band
in
dications, the South has decided
Banner" beneath a sea of water
born from down Tennessee w
July nights.
pouring from the skies and floodto stay in Democratic party. civmath' a great hit at the sun-bri
deep
heart,
where.
stadium
the
Only
the
air
open
in
the
true
ing
il rights or not. It is common
Saturday afternoon concert.
nevertheleas. over two thousand dyed jazz bulls, sat through the
knowledge the world over that the
Saturday night, Chico Hamilton
THE BIGGEST ISSUE
• a.people sat for three hours in a steady downpour of the opening
political South is bitterly opposed
evening
coot of the evening came
the
night.
second
Basic,
the
the
On
But
listen
to
elownpour to
to all legislation and court actions
The nation's wits have the
In the room they found their T
when Louis Arm - so cool he made the bandst:
of
Festival
the
Eddie
quartet,
ConMacao
Jazz
ir favor of ci
rights. Yet, it is
happy faculty of fitting humor
northern friend lounging in alr
a modern kind of Jazz
don's" All-Stars, Sarah Vaughan, strong, and Ella Fitzgerald, and gime
generally believed that there will By
to any situation regardless of
wonderful in its way as Dixiel.
conditioned comfort and drink. iota /009
it. Q. VENSON, D. D. S. ard of excellency includes a
out,
Dame
Itrubeck
Akiyoshi,
there
gave
and
Toshiko
stand- how serious. And it's fortunate
he no strong revolt on the part of
was in its heyday. His inte:
ing a highball. After exchanging
wohdel. Charlie Mingus were ten thousand people in the
these southern politicians, even if The two conflicting views in life ard of excellency excludes.
because it helps releive some of
quintet with brown Buddy
oat
greetings, and settling down with the
group that came on like gangbust- park. Amidon t
the Democratic party adopts a — the view from the window
thirdalmostnn r.dc
There is a great need for the tensions developed over cond white
their drinks, they Wan discusand
thousand
heard
Duke
Eltwelve
at
very
the
guise
modern
in
ers
strong civil-fights plank at the Chi- the view from the mirror,
Katz, cello, Jim Hall, guitar,
sing some of the issues of t h r
while window lookers today. Seeing the troversial issues.
height of the cloodburst. The audi- lington whale as they neser whatcago Convention. In fact, some the same substance is
_ Carson Smith, bass, played t
day — among them the heated
used in the needs of others is the best way
Last week we heard a story
ence paid as great a tribute to ed before — or so it seemed to kind
shrewd southern politician might construction of
of music I should tl
issue of desegregating schools.
the objects into to see yourself also help yourself. that Is the outgrowth of t h e
shouted
apand
crowd
that
the
reby
sees
I
as
art
ever
have
even go as far as to openly advoc- which you look,
There are too many Americans school
would cause the State Departn,
desegregation
(glass) and while
issue
Atiantans maining in their watery
South,"
the
"The
played
and
its all plauded as the band
ate such a civil-rights plank.
the viewer stands in the same di- looking in mirrors. Too many who which has created such a violto send them on a good wall I
contended, "Will never yield on evening long to listen
to jazz. The played and played, and folks got of all the great wide worlo
What is the explanation back of rection, while viewing, yet that is are willing to fight and sacrifice ent reaction in some parts of
this point. Why these crackers performers on the wiridstatown to dancing in their boxes, and all
for what they want and there the South.
could have listened to "B I
this apparent paradox? On one seen dinferent.
would sooner dissolve the Un- and sometimes water
swept stage up and down the grassy aisles,
hand these politicians have re- If the object into which the are too few who are willing to
ion than allow Negroes a n d responded with their best. Tb and the audience poured down Sands" all night long.
Such stories often point up
e
alized how easily great bulks of viewer looks are made of the look for what they need.
whites to attend school in the opening of Newport's third annual toward'the stage, until finally the
better than long dissertations
The Charlie Mingus
Negro votes can he secured same substance, why the differ- One's self is his greatest ene- how silly some issues are and
same classrooms."
group on opening nigh.
shop
begged
Duke to stop
Jazz Festival was a great concert mategesient
through platform and Pregidential ence in the views? Why is it that my. The Reds are not the how we are prone at times to ov_ found quite wonderful, too. a
Finally, tiring of the serious on the part of all assembled. plag
perhaps,
tear,
so
the
M
fur
candidates' promises. They fur- one can see everyone except him- greatest enemies to America, The er emphasize the importance
discussion, one of the gentlemen
the boxes near t h e some guy playing a tambour
Two hundred years ago in colon- ctalites
ther realizes that a Democratic self when he looks through a win- greatest enemies to America are
of an issue
such as I have heard it pla:
suggested ins iting some ladies
Newport's harbor not stage Wised get crushed in the
days,
ial
victory would be virtually impos- dow and few if any other than the Americans. We have ceased
whole only in Spain or in sanctil
in and having a party.
According to the story which
rhythmic
excitement.
The
vessels
whaling
siale without a large segment of himself?
only sheltered
looking for correction and have is very
fanciful, a Negro busiThe host was responsive a n d sometimes, but it sheltered slave island of Newport seemed to rock churches — against a modern
Negro votes.
The answer is the view from entered a life and death fight for ness man from "oe Nawth"
Immediately picked up the phone ships all the time, Rhode Island to Harry Carney's sax, Cat An- rangement that made everyb,
with
forget the driving rain and
On the other hand these south- the window is unobstructed. It is conformation. This is true at a flair for a fling iegistered at
to call a bellhop.
was a center of the trade in derson's trumpet, Sam Woodyard's
ern politicians know that a Dem- a view through — the view from home, in school, in the communi- one of Atlanta's swankiest ho.
field and the possible pn
drums,
and
rest
Duke's
the
of
soggy
ter"What
calling
you
are
him
"black gold- which meant Afriocratic victory would put them in the mirror is an obstructed view ty, in church, in the city, in the tels.
monia due to the kind of mu
combination.
musical
rifie
this
By
asked.
Atlantan%
one
for,"
of
the
England
New
imported
by
cans
the "driver's seat." They would — a view in — a view in is a state and in the nation.
you couldn't leave for hotel shReferring to his little black
"Why to get some girls, of slave ships to be sold to other third concert the rain was over.
be able to curtail, if not outright- limited view, a view which re- The three (3) great gods of book, he began calling friends
er, hut coffee, a warm bath, a
night
it
but
a
was
cool
out
of
course, Bellhops always know states and the West Indies. The
ly defeat, all civil-rights legisla- flects because there is something America are possession, posi- and business acquaintance
blankets. Jazz must have prev i
s to
where to find some girls."
slave trade made Newport a great doors. Duke made the cool night live qualities —
tion through their positions on pow- used to prevent seeing through. tion and power. All others van- Jet them know of his presence
therapeutic A
hot.
the
solid
beat
His
brought
eighcommercial
center
in the
"But a bellhop here wouldn't
erful Congressional committees VISION OF PATIENCE
ish in importance in the face of in town and inviting them to
because I heard of 1
Festines
crowd
And
feet.
—
the
to
its
know how to find colored girls," teenth century, and founded most
and with a majority vote in Con- The window vision sees through these. They are the obstructions visit
him and have a drink.
ended with jazz at its jazz- body who caught 6.e r death
the native informed the visitor. of its huge fortunes in that era. vat
gress through a coalition with the obstacles. It is a vision which
which
make
window
a
a
mirror.
whaling its way toward mid_ cold at Newport after that f;
can
jest
wrote,
Hopkins
Samuel
They expressed surprise, to
"Who said anything about col- In 1787
few "lilly-white" Republicans.
see the shining sun through the They make of none effect the
wet but wonderful evening of
night,
ored girls?"
"The town has been built up, and
These politicians nave not forgot darkest rain storm. It is a vision great rule "As you would that men put it mildly, that he had been
sic. Everybody was back the n
For
hearbeen
thirty
years
I've
the
accepted
past,
at
flourished
times
in
to
don't
"Why
the
you
he
hotel.
But
mean
you're
that Harry Truman's promises of of patience — a vision of sacri- do unto you, Do Ye even so to
night, which was a bit drier, ;
reminded them that the South is
"Why you don't mean you've expense of the blood, the liberty, ing Duke's band. It never sound- the third night which was st
civil-rights and to repeal Taft- fice and a vision of hope. Not them."
changing and that living in town
going to ask him to invite some and happiness of the poor Afri- ed better than it did at Newport. bright. The American Jazz
Hartley were major factors in his only is the window vision one of
Fe
they would have no occasion to
cans; and the inhabitants have The Armstrong and Basic groups
white girls up here, do you?"
1948 victory. They also know that patience, sacrifice and hope, but
val, its performers and its at.
were
form,
in
and
Ella
great
too.
know
that
gothave
this,
Sure,
by
and
the race ban had
why not?" the northern- lived on
it
no civil-rights legislation w a s it is a vision of understanding
ence Negro and white, brought
heen lifted by the major hotels.
ten their wealth and riches." Sarah were the MOST! Eddie Newport.
er inquired.
enacted during Truman's adminis- also a vision of love.
the old slave ship ci
Condon
Davidson
Wild
with
mansions
Bill
old
the
built
Some
of
"Why
can't
you
invite
With
a n y
a mixture of skepticism
tration, and that Taft-Hartley is How can
they
understand
three
American masa
great
and
Freeman
Bud
to
went
town
and
black
men
the
from
sale
of
white women up here ... not
and trepidation they ventured
still on the books.
each other unless they know and
at "the first jazz concert ever nights.
Newport.
And
Atlanta."
stand
in
women
still
in
timidly
into
the
lobby
and
inlove
each other? Knowing one an- As a lay politician, • it seems
quired at the desk about him.
The visiting business man
very clear to me that it would be other comes through association.
The clerk gave them the room
seemed surprised. "I can't unfatal for a civil-rights program Loving each other comes through
number and a jaunty uniformed
derstand why anyone would
to elect a Democratic administra- faith.
elevator operator hoisted them
object," he said "we don't want
tion, regardless to any civil-rights
Looking through a window is
SHREVEPORT, La. — A new to the proper floor.
to go to school with them."
plank in their platform or to any an inquiring view — a searchpolitical party, dedicated to the
promises a Democratic presiden- ing view. This denotes that
41111111111111111111111a1111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111W1111111111111111)111111
there protection of states' rights, has
tial candidate may make. In order, is a knowledge of a deficiency
been organized in Louisiana, actherefore, not only to continue the somewhere, and a longing
to fill cording to Robert G. Chandler,
progress that has been made in the deficiency according
to the Shreveport attorney and chairman
civil rights during the past three standard of excelling.
The sad political plight of the mouth shut, particularly since he have been told that all throe
of the organization's executive
years, but also to prevent these GREAT NEED TODAY
Negro today could not have been has not done much talking on 0th- them are unhappy about the
committee.
significant gains from being lost
better demonstrated than it was en issues so close to the hearts that Stevenson looks like a sh(
Looking in a mirror is a view
The independent party, which
in for the nomination at the Des
it seems imperative that we re- for conformation. A view
week when a traitorous group of so many brethren.
last
to find has taken the
hypocritical Some have attacked Dawson's cratie convention in Chicago nu
name "The States
elect a Republican Administration. out whether one
Democrats
a
and
of
measures to a
gthreoupscohfooRisepuahndlicacniNsilkierkiget bothhitsali sincerity and charged him with month. The fact that they a
The South seems to realize that standard of excelling. The stand- Rights Party of Louisiana," has
begun a drive to name a slate of
the only way to have the political
being a tool of the Democratic keeping quiet about it does
candidates for presidential elecRepresentativ
rhse. National Committee in this fight. mean i t isn't true.
ttaotivies.
en
House
power to defeat a rivil-rights pro- Morris H.
over
T
'Tynes, pastor, Monu- tors on the Nov. 6 general election
Powell amendment
gram is to stay in the Democratic mental Baptist
personally believe that Dawson All of them are watching to
church, 729 E. Oak- ballot.
party. Why then can't those po- wood blvd.,
school bill won and eighty Repub- was sincere in his opposition to what happens at a pre-convent)
Chicago
liticians, who claim that they want
The party held its first political
licans who voted with Powell turn- the Powell amendment. lie also civil rights conference that Cot.
• * •
a civil-rights progaarn — Negro or
rally last week and heard a talk
ed right around and joined the sincerely hates the methods used cilman Earl Brown and sevet
white, northerners or southerners. Fixes
on
"states
Dixiecrats to help kill the whole by Adam Powell. Dawson believes others are trying to stage in C
rights
Constiand
the
The Blame
Congressmen or Prestdential hopetution" by Clarence E. Manion,
that his quiet, off-stage machina- cago. It seems a last ditch ti,
fuls — see that the only way for Dear Editor:
former dean of the law school at
bilLught between hypocrites and tions can accomplish more than is going to be made to put Hat
them to have the political power to
traitors, our best hopes for an all the grand strategy of the man at the top of the Democra
Notre Dame university and a
In regards to our endeavor
enact and execute such a program
to strong proponent of states rights.
honest, all-American school con- NAACP, the Powells or anyone ballot despite the strong bid
is to withdraw from the Democrat- procure first class citizenship for Chandler said
struction program by the federal else,
Stevenson.
the
party
will
not
our
race,
the
branch
of
ic party and give their support to
the support Republican or Democratic
government were mangled to It is so great pity that the tal- Those behind the civil rig)
government that has rendered the
the Republicans?
death. I am, of course, not stir- ents of Powell and Dawson could rally claim that the Democrat
most constructive decision in our presidential candidates as long as
Advocates of civil rights a n d
prised.
not be combined and fused into Party cannot win in Novemla
either party supports the civil
behalf
has
been
the
judicial rights legislation now pending
southern Democrats make strange
W
isehat
tt happened last week is ex- some sort of political action pro- without a strong civil rights plc
in
branch.
political bed mates, indeed.
actly what the so-called smart po• gram for the brothers. Congress- and a strong civil rights can.
Congress.
laical bosses of both parties have man Powell is the best grand- date. This means, of course, au
B. F. Bullock, Atlanta, Ga. The executive branch of our He said a full slate of States
been shooting for. As Thurgood stand performer in American poli- moderates as Stevenson are n
government has not performet Rights presidential
•••
elector nomiits duties. The enforcement of
Marshall pointed out to the news- tics regardless of race. Congress- regarded with too much enthu
nees were chosen July 1 in an
Gratitude, indeed
the Supreme Court decision on
paper publishers in Pittsburgh re- man Dawson is just about the asrn, especially if the Republica'
organizational meeting at Alexaneently, both parties are trying to best operator who ever entered a decide to put up a fight to get
DEAR EDITOR: The entire con- integration in our schools comes dria, La. The 10 nominees consist
figure out how little they can do smoke-filled hotel room. Both are Negro vote.
gregation of Monumental Baptist under the sphere of influence of of one each from eight congresand at the same time appeal to big leaguers.
On the whole, the political s
im church joins me in expressing deep the executive branch of our goy- sional districts and two at large.
the Negro voter.
Perhaps in time Congressman elation of the Negro is not peal
appreciation far the excellent pie- ernment. Henceforth, it is not The party has not
picked
yet
Of course the big spotlight was Diggs will find a way to make as promising as it is often p
tonal coverage of our parish in necessary for us to assume any. presidential and vice presidential
on the actions of our Negro repre- the most of both techniques which tuned. Neither major party see],
the June 30 edition of the Chicago thing, because we know from facts nominees, but Chandler
said it is
sentatives in the Congress, Daw- have been so well developed by sincerely interested in abolishii
that the most liberal and intel- expected
Defender.
that electors will be
son, Diggs, and Powell, all Demo- his senior colleagues. There are the double standard of citisenshi
ligent
branch
of
the
federal
We are grateful to the Defender
*committed by the time elections
crats. Friends of Congressman several ways to skin a eat and it There are good men on both Bid(
staff but especially indebted are government is the judicial branch. come up in November.
Dawson of Illinois were heartbrok- is good to know as many as pos- of the aisle along with some R'
we to the very capable writer. Al- And the most backward branches
en
at the official line adopted by sible since there are all kinds of publican hypocrites and Dernof
our
government
are
the
exbert G. Barnett. and the competAbout 31 per cent of the nahim. They figured if he was cats.
cratic traitors. It will probably I
ent, ever courteous photographer, ecutive and legislative branches. tion's farms are near hard-sur- "Is this neighborhood peaceful? It's as peaceful as the
night against the Rowell amendment at Our Congressmen are not al- easier to get rid Of the hypocritk
Tony Rhode-n. Sincerely, Rev. — Fred Poindexter, Chicago,
face roads,
my motherrin-law went homei"
least, he could have kept hi s reas divided, believe A or not, i than the traitors,
•
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Tennessee Baptist Youth Attend Encampment
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MEMPHIS was well repre•

sented at the Tennessee Bap.
tist Youth Encampment as

shown here on the lawn of S.
A. Owen Jr. college. Reese.

Neville photo.

NASHVILLE

delegates

are

shown with their instructors
during the Youth Encamp.

ment held at S. A. Owen Jun.
ior college. Reese-Neville Pho.
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TENNESSEE BAPTIST
YOUTH Encampment d e I e•
gates are shown in this grand

gathering made during the
third annual meeting which
was held at S. A. Owen Jun-

ior college. More than 200 persons were registered. Ministers in charge ate shown in

front on each side, including
Rev. A. M. Williams, presi-

dent of the Congress and
President Levi Watkins of S.

A. Owen Junior college. Reese.
Neville Photo.

•
1

IF:AMINO DELEGATES rep'esenting Kingsport K a
x•

yille and Chattanooga are
shown during the Tennessee

Baptist Youth Encampment
held at S. A. Owen Junior col-

lege July 11-15. Reese•NevWe
Photo.
•

DELEGATES from Memphis,
Jackson, BrownsvWe and stir-

rounding district; art shown
during the third Annual Ten-

nessee Baptist Youth Encampinent held July 11-15 et S. A.

Owen Jr. College. Reese-N,
vine Photo.

